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To all EFRA Member Federations  

Norrkoping, Tuesday, 06 December 2016 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

During 2016, EFRA has received questions from some some countries, regarding the issue of an 
EFRA licence to a competitor that does not have permanent residence in, or hold a passport of the 
country issuing the licence. 
EFRA rules respect that competitors may choose to compete in a different country to that of their 
passport (maybe live close to a border), or take temporary residence in another country. 
EFRA rules are clear that a competitor may only obtain an EFRA licence from one Federation in 
any year. So, to ensure that the issuing of licences is controlled, EFRA General Rule 4.1.2 defines 
the procedures that have to be complied with:- 
Federations cannot issue an EFRA licence to competitors that do not hold a passport of the issuing 
country without the prior agreement of the Parent Federation (country of passport). This can only be 
done for a single year and such licence is then surrendered back to the Parent Federation at the 
end of the year. 

If a competitor wants or needs to have a licence issued by a country that is not the country of their 
passport, then the two Federations concerned must liaise with each other and formally agree to the 
action. This ensures that the issuing of EFRA licences is controlled in a correct manner. 
We ask that all Federations respect this ruling, so that Federations have the degree of control they 
expect. 

Yours sincerely  

E Dallas Mathiesen 
President, EFRA 
dallas@efra.ws 
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